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2018-2019 Style Guide

The power of a brand
A brand goes deeper than simply using a
logo, colors or tagline. To have an effective,
compelling and unifying brand, it is vital
to be consistent when representing the
institution.
Speaking with one voice shows strength
and unity. This, in turn, shapes how people
perceive Carson-Newman. Our brand is
one of the University’s most valuable assets.
Not acting in concert erodes brand equity
and causes confusion among key audiences.
Establishing a clear and consistent brand is
essential for student recruitment, attracting
university faculty and staff, and maintaining
strong connections with alumni and donors.
This guide serves as a road map to consistent
messaging, both visually and stylistically.
We expect this to be a living document
with changes and additions as the University
grows and advances.
If you are starting a project that will use
university branding, please refer to the
“Starting a Project” section at the end of
this guide.
If you have any questions, please contact
the Office of Marketing & Communications.
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Our Identity
Mission Statement
Our mission as Christian educators is to
help our students reach their full potential
as educated citizens and worldwide
servant-leaders.

Vision Statement
We will be the Christian liberal
arts-based university of choice in the
Southeast for education and service.
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Primary Horizontal
The primary Carson-Newman logo is the
overarching logo for the University.

Primary Vertical
This format of the primary logo is reserved
for only when use of the horizontal version
is impractical, when pertaining to the
space standards. All other instances should
implement the use of the primary
horizontal logo.

Email signature
To ensure consistent representation, footers containing the logo automatically appear on
all faculty and staff emails. This strengthens the University’s brand in communication. This
format, shown below, should only be used as the formal signature for C-N employees.
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Primary Color Palette
The University’s use of the colors Orange
and Blue can be traced back to the beginning
of 1913. Using the University colors in a
consistent way reinforces our brand and
promotes trust and recognition. Orange
and Blue are the official colors and the
primary palette we use to represent
Carson-Newman University. These colors
should be used whenever possible.

Pantone: 289C
CMYK: 100, 76, 12, 70
RGB: 12, 35, 64
HEX: 0C2340

Pantone: 165C
CMYK: 0, 70, 100, 0
RGB: 255, 103, 31
HEX: FF671F

In University designs it is preferred that
blue serves as the primary color and
orange as the secondary color.

Logo Anatomy
1 ) The “Spirit Eagle” icon symbolizes
movement and transition. Much as
Carson-Newman prepares students to
grow from “student” to “servant-leaders,”
the eagle indicates transition from one
place to that of another. The Spirit Eagle
should never appear alone unless there
is direct permission from the Marketing &
Communications Office.
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2 ) The “Carson-Newman” wordmark
represents the 1889 merging of Carson
College and Newman College to form one
of the earliest coeducational institutions in
the state. This merging is represented by
a hyphen.
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3 ) The tag “A Christian University”
notes the University as a private, Christian
institution, pointing to its mission within
higher education.
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Official Logo Color Options
When using the official logos, there are four distinct color options from which to choose.
The preferred Blue and White versions are always to be used first. Only if absolutely
necessary may the alternate White and Black versions prevail. Be cautious of where the
logo colors are used and what is being used in the background.

Blue (Preferred)

White (Preferred)

Black (Alternate)

White (Alternate)
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University Seal
1 ) The great Seal of Carson-Newman has
represented the University’s identity in
some form since the institution’s founding.
The seal is reserved exclusively for use at
the presidential and C-N Board of Trustees
level. It may also represent the institution
at official University events.
2 ) The seal should only appear in full color,
Pantone 289C or in black and white.
For inquiries on other exceptions, please
contact Marketing & Communications.

1
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Clear Space and Size Requirements
1 ) A specific minimum amount of clear
space (as determined by the Eagle) should
be maintained around the logo and
between the primary logo and any other
elements, including text, graphics, images
or the edge of a page. This ensures that
our brand stays highly visible and
prominent within a design.
2 ) The same rules apply to the University
Seal but instead reference the torch icon
within the design.
3 ) Do not produce a logo or seal
smaller than a 1-inch minimum for print
and 50-pixel minimum for web.

1

3

2
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Departmental logos
Departmental logos are set aside for
exclusive use by the University’s individual
educational programs. The University logo
remains consistent by replacing
“A Christian University” with the
appropriate department. With this, the
University can maintain a strong tie with
the primary logo while at the same time
provide some individual uniqueness for
curriculums.
It is important to note that these unique
formats should be used only for official
departments from the list below or
organizations that have been approved by
Marketing & Communications.

Examples:
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Typography:
Primary Typeface

1

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

The University’s typographic identity is
visible across many applications, including
print and electronic mediums. The
following type selections have been
made to best represent the voice of
Carson-Newman while maintaining a
consistent tone throughout various
university communications.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
3

1 ) Gotham
2 ) Helvetica Neue
3 ) Minion Pro
4 ) Bebas

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
4

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Writing Style
When producing official written materials
for the University, the first reference should
always be “Carson-Newman University.”
Second references may be“Carson-Newman,”
“C-N” or “the University.” Written marketing
materials should use Associated Press styling,
except where specific Carson-Newman style
guides would outweigh AP’s, such as the
capitalization of university when referring
to Carson-Newman on second reference
(i.e. the University).
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Athletics
Preferred

1 ) The Eagle Head is the primary symbol
of C-N athletics and has come to represent
school spirit. The Carson-Newman eagle
should only be represented as a bald eagle.
The logo can be used in both athletic
department communications as well as
in all communications targeting students
or alumni. All the same guidelines, rules
and regulations for use of the University’s
primary logo apply to the use and presentation
of the Eagle head.
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2 ) The circle C-N logo has been the
symbol of Carson-Newman’s athletic
programs since the University first formed
sports teams. The logo can be used in
both athletic department communications
as well as all communications targeting
current students or alumni. All guidelines,
rules and regulations apply to the use and
presentation of the logo.
3 ) The iconic “Talons Up!” logo was
created for the Mossy Creek Maniacs and
has become a symbol of Orange & Blue
pride.

2

3
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Alternate

Prohibited Use: Alterations
The University’s visual identity elements
must be produced from official artwork
only. They cannot be recreated,
rearranged, distorted or altered in any
way. To ensure consistency, the use of all
University visual identity elements must
be approved by the Marketing &
Communications.

Correct logo for
reference

Examples:
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Prohibited Use: Outdated Logos
It is important to note that all of
Carson-Newman’s previous identities prior
to the creation of the 2018-2019 official
style guide are considered to be
inappropriate and out-of-date. If you
have any questions pertaining to the
status of an existing logo, please contact
the Marketing & Communications
department for its use.

Improper Abbreviations
1 ) When abbreviating “Carson-Newman
University” use only “C-N.” The “C-N”
abbreviation has been used by the
University since the early 1900s. When
written, Carson-Newman University is
not to be referred to as “CNU,” “CN-U,”
“C-NU” or “CN.”
2 ) When using “C-N” to abbreviate
Carson-Newman University, it is absolutely
necessary to include the hyphen. The
hyphen represents the historic merging of
Carson College and Newman College in
1889. Being consistent when abbreviating
“Carson-Newman” strengthens the
University brand.

1

2
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CN

Prohibited Use: Alterations
The University’s visual identity elements
must be produced from official artwork
only. They cannot be recreated,
rearranged, distorted or altered in any
way. To ensure consistency, the use of all
University visual identity elements must
be approved by the Marketing &
Communications.

Examples:
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Planning A Project: Quick Summary
The Marketing & Communications
office is responsible for ensuring the
correct use and maintaining the
integrity of the visual identity on all
University publications, supplies, materials
and equipment, whether produced by the
University or outside agencies. All uses of
the Carson-Newman University identity or
its various logos must receive approval by
Marketing & Communications and should
utilize the appropriate logos, colors, space
and size requirements.

Planning A Project: How to Start a Project
Visit: www.cn.edu/designrequest

Planning A Project: Contact
For more information or assistance
with your project, contact:
Teresa Dailey, Graphic Design Manager
tdailey@cn.edu
865-471-4389
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SECONDARY MARK

SCHOOL COLORS
NAVY - primary color
ORANGE - secondary color

CMYK
100, 76, 12, 70
0, 70, 100, 0

PATONE
289C
165C

12, 35, 64
255, 103, 31

RGB

OC2340
FF671F

HEX

You must use the approved university colors or the PANTONE colors listed on this
page. The colors on this page are not intended to match the PANTONE standards.
For PANTONE color standards, refer to the current editions of the PANTONE color
publications. PANTONE is a registered trademark of PANTONE, Inc.

COLOR INFORMATION

The seal is reserved exclusively for use at the presidential and C-N Board of Trustees
level. For inquiries on other exceptions, please contact Marketing & Communications.

UNIVERSITY SEAL

ALTERNATE COLOR OPTIONS

PRIMARY MARK
LOCATION:
JEFFERSON CITY, TN
ESTABLISHED: 1851
MASCOT: EAGLES

ATHLETIC - TALONS UP MARK

ATHLETIC - NESTED C-N MARK

MASCOT NICKNAME: TALON
CONFERENCE:
SOUTH ATLANTIC
CONFERENCE

GENERAL INFORMATION

ATHLETIC - EAGLE MARK

CARSON-NEWMAN UNIVERSITY
C-N
EAGLES
University does not allow
CNU, C-NU, CN-U or CN

VERBIAGE

0219

